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Editor’s Corner
 
 Notes on American Letters has experienced a difficult month because some key editorial staff had planned to 
resign their posts to enter a new stage in their teaching careers. So, managing the intricacies of changing staff roles along 
with the vast impact of the present health pandemic seriously undermined a number of dimensions of the editorial staff’s 
daily work. 

 In the midst of dealing with these unusual health issues experienced by many Americans, Notes includes a series 
of Principal Interviews that explore their important new beliefs about school leadership. These concepts are increasingly 
important to our readers because they include the rich understanding of outstanding principals that explore crucial fea-
tures of school leadership that can profoundly transform the school ethos. These principals’ ideas about school leadership 
are also critically important because they feature the powerful influence of principals of key schools in England, Africa, and 
New Zealand and a wide range of superb schools led by principals across America.

 The issue also features an interesting and unusual article by Andrew Smith that explains how readers with a dif-
ferent language base will read the same text very differently. Valued and beloved poet Chuck Sullivan comments on and 
provides varied and insightful responses to four poems by one of the 20th century’s most respected poets, Wallace Ste-
vens. 

 Returning with her always informative and inspiring Teaching Research column, Melanie Huynh-Duc enriches this 
issue with her review of the 2019 publication of Inquiry Paths to Learning Literacy, highlighting the importance of thought-
ful questions and problem-solving activities in the English classroom to encourage the independent learner. Lucy Milner’s 
Writers’ Words provides us with insight only conjured in the minds of writers as well as with brief biographies of these im-
portant authors across the world. Rebecca Brown, in addition, places Adrienne Rich’s poem “Storm Warnings” alongside 
George Inness’ painting “The Storm” in a poetic interpretation that endures in the modern world. 

Joe Milner
Editor

We invite you to visit our website’s Archives page to stay updated on each issue:
www.notesonamericanletters.com
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Bridging the Perceptual Gap 
Andrew Smith

Within a multicultural society, education policymakers prescribe diversity and multicultural education for several reasons; 

primary among them are to enhance the prospects that society will benefit from the diversity it contains and to help indi-

viduals meet the challenges of navigating life within that society.

To that end, teachers aspire to guide students through the process of “seeing through the eyes of another” – a task which 

may appear straight-forward at first glance. But this process merits critical examination in terms of what it assumes and 

entails for learners, and teachers should be provided with some grounding in the theory and research regarding individ-

uals’ intercultural and perceptual development. This grounding may improve the prospects that students will reap the 

benefits of the principal learning outcomes towards which diversity education aspires, especially if teachers are aware of 

the concomitant challenges inherent in the process. 

Within the fields of cross-cultural psychology, intercultural communication, and anthropology, there are complementary 

and competing models regarding one’s capacity to effectively and appropriately interact across, or “bridge” differences, 

be they differences of race, nationality, gender, social class, or any other significant element. This capacity is commonly re-

ferred to as intercultural competency; while definitions of it vary slightly, most hinge on the two elements of effectiveness 
(promoting shared meaning/understanding) and appropriateness (not giving offense) (Bennett).

Hammer (2015) divides these various models into two main groups: the Cognitive, Affective, Behavioral (CAB) paradigm, 

into which the vast majority of models fall, and the Developmental paradigm, dominated almost exclusively by the De-

velopmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS), proposed by Milton Bennett (1986, 1993). The CAB paradigm em-

phasizes behaviors, (such as adapting communication across different contexts), knowledge (such as historical and factual 

knowledge), and attitudes (openness to experience, tolerance of ambiguity). As Hammer points out, the CAB paradigm 

suffers from classification ambiguities and overlaps (e.g., is empathy a learned skill, an attitude, or both?)

In contrast, the developmental paradigm centers on the process of developing, or constructing, more complex ways of 

perceiving reality in the context of cultural difference. This idea of building more complex perceptual schemas is key. Ben-

nett notes that “. . .more cognitively complex people can make finer discriminations among phenomena in a particular 

domain.” (2004) For example, a radiologist will make finer distinctions of an MRI than the layperson or even other phy-

sicians, and, in some instances, will presumably make a more effective recommendation regarding medical intervention. 

 The . . . DMIS . . . is a grounded theory based on constructivist perception and communication theory. It assumes 
 that the experience of reality is constructed through perception, and that more complex perceptual categories   
 yield more complex (sophisticated) experience. . . .The move from communicative competence in one’s own cul  
 ture to communicative competence across cultures is the key concept for DMIS. It assumes that dealing with   
  otherness in complex ways is not a natural or historically important part of any culture’s adaptive 
 strategy. (Bennett, 2017)

The DMIS model posits a six-stage developmental continuum, moving from an ethnocentric/monocultural worldview to an 

ethnorelative/multicultural worldview (See Bennett (2017) for an excellent overview of his model). As noted in the quote 

above, movement from ethnocentrism to ethnorelativism entails a building of “more complex perceptual categories.” 

Facilitating this process is the task of multicultural education and training. Challenges relating to this, as well as some 

methods for implementation, are explored below.
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If—or because—“dealing with otherness in complex ways is not a natural . . . part of any culture’s adaptive strategy,” 

what often does become a sort of default adaptive strategy when one is exposed to cultural difference is the intermediate 

stage of the DMIS, termed Minimization. Within Minimization, individuals tend to focus on what they have in common with 

others, while differences are deemphasized, or even masked—hence “minimized.”  On the positive side, individuals at this 

stage have moved beyond polarizing “us vs. them” mindsets; instead, aspects of shared humanity are valued and cham-

pioned. Some researchers such as Hammer believe it is by far the most common orientation along the DMIS continuum.  

The Chinese exchange student and her college roommate both love the same music and films. They both talk about how 

immature the freshman boys seem. Initially, they feel surprisingly and easily comfortable with each other. Yet, crucially, 

Minimization posits that this orientation lacks deeper awareness of difference; if they do not go beyond these common-

alities, the roommates will for some time remain blinded to deeper cultural differences, such as differing expectations 

regarding friendship reciprocation, privacy, and sexuality—differences that are less obvious on the surface. Misunder-

standings or conflicts may then ensue. 

Challenges to Building Perceptual Complexity

The perceptual gap between one’s own construction of reality and that of another is not always easily bridged. For start-

ers, there is the obvious difference between mere exposure to the lived experiences of “the other,” say through literature, 

and deep empathy for that experience. Bias plays a significant role here. Biases, implicit or explicit, may affect the ability 

of students to build more complex schema; what assumptions might students make, due to their own biases, assumptions, 

and limited experiences, about the desires, value preferences, judgements, or feelings of others? As an example, assume 

a character in a work of fiction is a rural farmer living in India. What faulty assumptions might suburban students in the US 

make about this character? Research in psychology has repeatedly demonstrated the depth of our biases; Howard Ross’ 

eminently readable and well-researched book Everyday Bias may provide useful examples to help teachers and students 

build awareness of how bias affects perception. 

Moreover, another sort of bias, that of privileging one’s own cultural practices—an ethnocentric stance—can paradoxically 

result in Minimization; seeking commonality may carry with it the assumption that deep down all humans share the same 

value sets and aspirations as one’s own culture. Hence students may be asked, “How can you relate to the experience of 

this character? Is this something you have also experienced? What advice would you give to character X?” A sympathetic 

rather than an empathetic stance is being cultivated. But teachers can easily foster efforts at empathy by introducing the 

“Platinum Rule”—“Do unto others as they would have you do unto them” and having students respond to scenarios first 

from a sympathetic stance and then from an empathetic stance. 

There are further challenges in perspective shifting. First, according to their age (middle school, high school, undergrad-

uate), students will vary in their ability to articulate cultural values abstracted from whatever underlying cultures they 

currently inhabit. That is, some of the assumptions, values, and beliefs may be so deeply ingrained that students have 

rarely had to question them or think about them. In the U.S. context, individual choice and freedom are such examples. 

Providing narratives, news reports, or other sources from cultures whose value hierarchies differ from the U.S. may be 

one avenue for putting in relief students’ own value structures. For example, while Chinese culture does value individual 

freedoms, the values of stability and security often trump that of liberal freedom of expression. In a government or poli-

tics class, U.S. students are not likely to empathize with, or contemplate the nuances of, differing political systems unless 

they can build an understanding of the deeper value systems that undergird those systems. And it will likely be easier for 

students to articulate why behaviors or practices of “the other” strike them as strange, “weird,” or even threatening once 

they have a well-developed awareness of the deeper assumptions, values, and beliefs which undergird their own culture. 

Second, there may be psychological resistance to that which challenges the status quo of the dominant culture; people 

inherently have some resistance to calling into question that with which they have grown comfortable. 
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Additionally, there are inherent psychological limits to the degree to which we can experience another person’s point 

of view; experiments have shown that even spouses make significant misattributions about their partners’ motives and 

feelings (Epley).

And as noted above, people may not be able to articulate some of the deeper, unconsciously held assumptions that guide 

their cultural practices (perhaps particularly true for adolescents?). If an American abroad inquires of a French citizen what 

is the essence of being French, it’s possible that the respondent either can’t articulate an answer or gives a response not 

representative of French culture as a whole. 

Instructional Opportunities

]Mindful of these and other challenges in shifting perspectives, teachers can still enthusiastically look to opportunities. 

Literature from different centuries and/or cultures presents the built-in advantage—and challenge—of being based in dif-

ferent cultural norms and historical contexts than our own. In these cases, it may seem intuitively more obvious to students 

that they need to overcome hurdles of their normal judgements and perceptions in order to empathize with characters 

of the time. As examples: a history class may look at the ways certain aspects of the Roman value system were in stark 

contrast with today’s; by looking at issues of race through the lens of the late 19th century, the relationships between Huck 

Finn, Jim, and Mark Twain’s stances in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn may present a sufficiently complicated case to 

help build a more complex conceptual schema. 

Experiential activities also offer many opportunities. The “ethnographic interview” process, common within anthropology 

and sociology, gives students the chance to explore perceptions beyond their own. A good starting point may be for 

students to interview their own teachers, with questions fashioned in ways that help students see the process of teaching 

and learning via a stance which differs from their own. And with students of all ages, simple optical illusions serve as good 

starters for discussions of perspective-shifting. 

Other basic starting points for building more perceptual nuance include: examining stereotypes and their associated 

shortcomings; simple observation activities requiring students to separate objective description from subjective interpre-

tation; cultural inquiry tasks to increase factual knowledge of differing cultural practices. Research has shown that mere 

familiarity with a concept, artifact, or persons tends to increase positive judgements about the subject in question (Petti-

grew and Tropp).

Teachers can also experiment with altering the cultural norms within their own classrooms while explicitly asking students 

to reflect on what these changes in norms feel like. For example, they may ask students to stand whenever teachers en-

ter the classroom, to stand whenever answering or asking a question, or to engage in other practices common to other 

cultures. 

Three reference books with numerous activities for intercultural development are listed at the end of this article. And 

available freely online, Purdue University’s Intercultural Learning Hub offers an extensive repository of learning tools, as-

sessments and research. 

In terms of curricular choices, or “developmental interventions,” to use Bennett’s phrase, a key implication of the DMIS is 

that interventions should be tailored to wherever it is that students are along the continuum. Thus, those students at the 

lower stages, within polarization, will likely not be ready to engage in the type of deeper perspective shifting that chal-

lenges their cultural norms. Instead, such students would benefit by finding commonalities across differences and engage 

in a sort of mental “disarmament” in terms of negative judgements of difference. The “other” becomes less threatening, 

or even attractive. Pettigrew and Tropp (2011) posit that anxiety/threat reduction is the most significant predictor for 
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reducing prejudice. 

Students can then move on to seeing more, or most, differences as just that—aspects which differ across cultures, but 

which are neither inherently superior nor inferior. Note that a more ethno-relative stance does not entail moral relativism. 

One can maintain one’s moral stances and preferences via a complex perceptual schema which deeply comprehends the 

differences and nuances among competing cultural groups and value systems. Students can practice distinguishing their 

personal, subjective preferences from absolute judgements in those cases where no objective moral imperative exists. 

Finally, teachers should consider a hierarchy of difference issues, from “easy” to “challenging,” keeping in mind that 

some students or groups will be less equipped to tackle sensitive and complex issues such as race, power and privilege, 

or sexual orientation. 

Images in painter Chiang Yee’s 1944 publication The Silent Traveller in Oxford provide useful visual evidence of culture 

filtering one’s perception. In the painting Lapwings over Merton Field, we clearly recognize the gothic structures of Ox-

ford in the background, while the entire painting is constructed in the landscape conventions of Qing dynasty painting. 

Anyone having had exposure to both Oxford/England and Chinese painting will instantly recognize the merging of these 

two elements. The painting affords us a window into the visual and aesthetic interpretation of a Western setting through 

the eyes of someone from the East. Over time, students may similarly develop their capacity to adopt or integrate multiple 

perspectives into their perception and, ultimately, into their judgements and behaviors.

References for Intercultural Instruction

1. Berardo, Kate. Building Cultural Competence: Innovative Activities and Models. Stylus Publishing 2012.

2. Stringer, Donna and Patricia Cassiday. 52 Activities for Improving Cross-Cultural Communication. Intercultural Press, 

2009.

3. Deardorff, Darla. The SAGE Handbook of Intercultural Competence. Sage Publications, 2009 (NB: This volume provides 

an overview of theories and research on intercultural competence).

4. Online: Intercultural Learning Hub, Purdue University. https://hubicl.org/
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The Essential Gaudiness of Wallace Stevens
Chuck Sullivan

“Oh, Mama, can this really be the end to be stuck inside of Hartford / With the Memphis blues again…” To set the stage 

for this article, I thought it fitting to paraphrase our Nobel Laureate Bob Dylan. Bob has a knack for putting together per-

sons, places, and things that seemingly have nothing to do with each other. I mean, holy metaphysical conceit, what could 

B.B. King have to do with Hartford and what in the world does Wallace Stevens have to do with the Memphis blues? Well, 

I’d be happy to tell you but just not yet. 

 

When I first undertook writing this article, I saw that a big problem would be finding how to say something original about 

the four poems, The Idea of Order at Key West, The Emperor of  Ice Cream, A High-Toned Old Christian Woman, and An-
ecdote of the Jar. These poems and indeed, all the work of Stevens, have been the object of countless scholarly articles 

and books. My understanding of Stevens’ poems owes a great deal to Helen Vendler, Richard Ellmann, Joseph N. Riddel, 

and Randall Jarrell. If you are seeking an eye-opening academic appreciation of the poems of Wallace Stevens, I would 

recommend these notable and engaging critics. 

 

In taking a thought from Randall Jarrell, who is that rare combination of being a remarkable poet and a most enlightening 

critic, who said of Marianne Moore, “Those poems of Marianne Moore that I understand I really like but those that I don’t 

understand I love.” This, I must say, is very much the way I feel about Stevens. I also think that the Bible is at its richest 

when it is viewed not as a book of answers but a book of questions. e.e. cummings once said, “He gets a beautiful answer 

who asks a more beautiful question.” 

 

In striving to find an approach to these four poems that would bless us with something original, I gave one poem each 

to four different people. All four are well-read, college educated, and have successful professional careers. They are not, 

however, any way near well-acquainted with Wallace Stevens. Tom is a retired sports columnist for The Charlotte Observer, 
Miriam is a painter and former newspaper woman and editor, Sahm is an R.N., and Sean is a comedian and an actor. Tom 

and Miriam are very close friends of mine, while Sahm is my daughter and Sean is my son. I told all four not to look up 

any commentary on the poem that I had given each of them. I just wanted to see what their initial response to the poem 

was and then, upon some other readings of their poem, what did they think on a second, third and fourth or more look. 

I had no planned or hoped-for outcome on their reactions to the poem, I just wanted them to take the chance of life and 

see what they might see. 

 

This is what Miriam said about The Idea of Order At Key West: 

“I’ve never read much poetry and I haven’t researched the poem, so I am giving you a completely untutored response. 
Here are my thoughts on diving into the ocean at Key West without a life jacket. 
 
First, I read it three times with no clue what the poem was about. It was only on the fourth pass that I began to get some 
meaning – but not much more than this: A woman is walking on the beach singing, and at the same time the ocean is 
making a lot of sounds. Also, what she is singing has more meaning than the sounds of the sea. Honestly, I felt frustrated 
that Stevens didn’t seem to care whether he was writing clearly or not. This is coming from the point of view of a news-
paper writer and editor, a profession in which clarity is the highest value. If writing isn’t straightforward and clear to the 
reader, make it clear. I felt that Stevens was deliberately trying to put distance between himself and the reader by forcing 
the reader to read and reread and reread again, as if the reader’s struggle wasn’t important. 
 
After reading the poem again, I came to this meaning: The sounds and words coming from the woman singing were 
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imposing their meaning on the sound of the sea. And the sounds of the sea, while inherently meaningless, provided a 
background music to the woman’s singing that enhanced her words. I imagined that Stevens was using the imagery of 
the sea to help convey the melancholy of the singing woman. At the same time, her words seemed to impose some order 
on the meaningless and endless sounds of the sea. The poem says they, ‘...were not medlyed sound…’ but then I believe 
Stevens demonstrates that they were.” 

 

Miriam, also shared some lines from the poem that were particularly pleasing to her: 

 

 It may be that in all her phrases stirred 

 The grinding water and the gasping wind; 

 But it was she and not the sea we heard. 

 

 The lights in the fishing boats at anchor there 

 As the night descended tilting in the air 

 Mastered the night and portioned out the sea 

 

                          ...then we 

 As we beheld her striding there alone, 

 Knew that there never was a world for her 

 Except the one she sang and, singing, made. 

 

In her last observation Miriam said, “I come away from this exercise realizing that reading or listening to a poem means 
surrendering a bit to the beauty and the rhythm of the words without necessarily getting quickly to the meaning. It makes 
me ask myself if this is something I would want to do again, given the pressures of modern life. That question is unan-
swered.” 

 

In her response to A High-Toned Old Christian Woman, Sahm said, “It is a playful poem that on first look had me joyfully 
reading the words and dancing with them. On second read, I saw the one-sided dialogue between a man and a woman 
with the man addressing the woman in a very direct and almost condescending tone. On third read, it is not a conversation 
between a man and a woman, it is a conversation between man and religion. However, the man is not able to converse 
with an ideology, so Stevens creates a perfect uptight woman in hard Sunday dress or even a nun to whom he is able to 
convey his disdain or almost mockery of religion. I enjoyed reading this poem as it excited me to be able to lock words 
and pictures together. Even though it is far from flowery or romantic it is an actual debate pitting the worthiness of poetry 
against religion. The poem inspired and challenged me to read more of Wallace Stevens. He is a master poet that is ac-
cessible to any reader willing to put in the time and is not afraid of singing along with the mystery.” 

 

Sean’s assignment for The Anecdote of the Jar was to take quite a different view and here is what he was able to come 

up with: 

”What can be said about The Anecdote of the Jar that hasn’t already been said by the thousands of people who have 
been driven insane after reading it? It’s akin to swimming in a flooded and abandoned quarry, you do so at your own risk. 
The expression “fever dream” is often overused. But not by me, that’s the first, and probably last time I’ll use it all day. 
“Fever Dream.” I stand corrected even though I’m seated. Wally, as no one called him, often wrote just to stay warm and 
take his mind off the fact that he worked for an insurance company. We often look to poetry to lift its skirt up and show us 
the naughty bits that we’re all terrified of but dare not look away from. This poem sneaks up behind you puts a bag over 
your head and takes you to a second location. Ransom isn’t even considered. You are now the property of The Anecdote 

of the Jar and it will brook no dissent. But Wednesday is meatloaf day so things could be worse. Finally, we ponder the 
same question that has plagued academics, theologians and people waiting for the cable guy to show up .Why go all the 
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way to Tennessee just to litter?” 

 

And now, we come to The Emperor of Ice Cream, which is my favorite Stevens poem, and here is what Tom said about it:

“This poem was pretty unlike anything I had ever read before. At first, not really knowing what it meant, I was taken in 
by the liveliness that animated the first stanza—ice cream, flowers boys and wenches. There was a comely and promising 
pulse to it.“Call the roller of big cigars the muscular one…”, where did Stevens come up with this guy and what did he 
have to do with the boys and the wenches? And, “...flowers in last month’s newspapers…” I guess being a newspaperman 
led me to connect with this image. Were the flowers or what they stood for, old news, too? And the second stanza, Wow! 
What a contrast to the first. That scene, that body, the room she’s in are not exactly hotbeds of life. Maybe it’s a wake of 
some kind—I am not sure how the first and second stanza are connected except for The Emperor of Ice Cream. So, and 
this is a wild guess, the Emperor could be the force present in both life and death but I am not sure. And not being sure 
keeps the poem in play and that’s okay with me. I am still not done with the Emperor and I feel that he is far from done 
with me. I must say that I do love the way that the poem sounds, especially in the first stanza. The music of it got into me 
and before I knew it I was hooked. Finally, I am still pondering, 
 
  “Let be be finale of seem 
  The only Emperor is the Emperor of Ice Cream.”
 
It was quite a struggle to get what I got out of the poem and what I am still getting but it was worth it. It lit me up and like 
I said, the Emperor and I are not done with each other and I will never look at ice cream the same again.” 

 

In 1933 Stevens wrote to Wiliam Rose Benet, “I think I should select from my poems as my favorite, The Emperor of Ice 
Cream. This wears a deliberately commonplace costume and yet seems to me to contain the essential gaudiness of poet-

ry; that is the reason I like it.” In a later letter to Benet he continued, ”I do not remember the circumstance under which the 

poem was written unless this means the state of mind from which it came. I dislike niggling and like letting myself go.This 

poem is an instance of letting myself go…”.

 

So here am I letting myself go in an homage to all of what is shared lyrical grace among Wallace Stevens, B.B. King, and 

the Emperor of Ice Cream. They are, indeed, a trio playing “...a song beyond us yet ourselves.” 

 

 COMPLETELY WELL: FOR B.B. KING AND WALLACE STEVENS  

   

         Call the picker of kick-ass chansons 

         The musical one and bid him whip 

         In indigo riffs the smokin’ 

         Blues of his guitar 

         Let the strings twang and dawdle 

         In such funk as the spirit 

         Is used to wear in the fretting 

         Tunes of leafless trees 

         Conducting December’s air 

 

          The flesh fades 

          The first thrill is gone 

          Yet the body stays 

          For the soul to pick upon 

          And they jam a peacock 
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          Fan of hot licks cleaned 

          With the whole-split genius 

          Of men and angels strumming 

          Light’s heart from out   

          A prism of peculiar keys 

 

         Let us be acoustic of dream 

         Let Heaven be and hell only seem 

         Let B.B. King’s wailing chords be keen 

         The only emperors alive are you and me 

         Psalmed in sin and magic from first breath 

         We sing stung by the honeyed arrow of the blues 

         Confessing Blind Faith in The Midnight Hour 

         Our words in search of the tune 
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Teaching Research
Melanie Huynh-Duc

A Review of Inquiry Paths to Learning Literacy (2019)

Inquiry-based learning is something some secondary teachers may be wary of in this era of standardized education. While 

school administrations preach growth on test scores and school districts enforce curriculum pacing guides, the paradigm 

shift from a “teacher-dominated transmission” to “learners’ independent discovery” can be daunting, especially when the 

concept may seem purely theoretical (xv).

However, in Inquiry Paths to Literacy Learning, published in October 2019, editors Elizabeth Kahn, et al. proffer an abun-

dance of classroom-tested strategies that English teachers can adopt into their classrooms today.

First, it is important to note that expecting students “to arrive at a teacher-endorsed right answer” is not the same thing as 

inquiry (6). For example, directing students to complete a WebQuest in lieu of teacher-led instruction leans more toward 

project-based rather than inquiry-based learning. 

Inquiry-based units should “surround an essential question” and can be introduced by smaller activities “that present a 

problem that students will show an interest in solving” (9).

This book presents 12 visions of inquiry in action. This column will strive to select usable and practical examples from the 

book for those who need a quick fix for their classrooms. 

However, for those interested in truly reinvigorating their teaching and their students’ learning, I strongly encourage you 

to purchase this book for yourself. It is available on Amazon for $32.

Practical Lesson #1: Using a Scale

Perhaps in a larger unit that examines media and culture, students are assigned Ray Bradbury’s short story, “The Veldt” 

(1950), which features a “HappyLife” home filled with “fantastical technological amenities” (11). 

After students read this story, have them place their opinions on a continuum (below). 

|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|

       Media enhances/exaggerates     Media makes people

            what people already are              something that they are not

In a separate unit, perhaps leading up to the study and discussion of morality and ethics as shown in major works such as 

To Kill a Mockingbird or Of Mice and Men, students first read “The Adventure of the Mason” by Washington Irving. Then, 

as an “enter” to discussion, students must complete several scales evaluating the bricklayer of the story:

|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|

          Dishonest            Honest
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|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------| 

                              Generous            Greedy

|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|

                             Good Christian         Bad Christian

             (61)

In each of these examples—which could be adapted to tailor any literary work—students will invariably place themselves 

on different points along the scale, thus requiring them “to make, assess, and defend warranted assertions” (11). Teachers 

should require that students provide evidence for their assertions and can scaffold discussion by using small groups prior 

to whole class to show the “many different viewpoints expressed” (62). 

The use of a continuum for students is a great way to engender authentic, inquiry-based discussion that espouses them 

to “explain, defend, and modify their ideas” (62). 

Practical Lesson #2: “Dialogic Bid”

Inquiry does not mean “letting students loose to interpret literature at will” (33). In classroom discussion, instead of asking 

recall questions that score low on Bloom’s Taxonomy, the teacher can rather provide open-ended “why” questions. This 

approach works in whole-class or small-group discussion, and its purpose is to show “there is no one right answer, thus 

opening the door for discussion and speculation” (35). 

“Why” questions can be specific—questioning the purpose of a detail within a chapter—or broad—discussing a general 

theme inherent in a literary work. Here are a few examples:

 • Why does Holden Caulfield lie to Mrs. Morrow in Chapter 8 of The Chapter in the Rye?

 • Why does Myrtle insist on a dog for Tom’s and her ‘love nest’ in The Great Gatsby?

 • Why is the American Dream an enduring idea?

 • Why is envy so widespread in human beings?

Once teachers engage students in a regular pattern of inquiry, they should “also encourage (students) to ask their own 

‘why’ question about something within the text that genuinely puzzles them” (35). Therefore, instead of giving students 

study guide questions to answer for homework in response to a text, task them with writing “why” questions themselves 

that directly correlate with that night’s reading. The next day’s discussion possibilities will be endless. 

Practical Lesson #3: Independent Inquiry

Going away from teacher-led to student-led inquiry is the next step in launching “students’ questions and curiosity” (81). 

By encouraging students to dig “deeply into ideas and questions they care about,” teachers can encourage kids to “enjoy 

more substantive choice and creativity” (81). 

When promoting student ownership in their own learning, teachers should focus on four areas as they plan: topic, source 

type, genre, and audience. “My Voice Stops Violence” is one sample unit with a topic that truly engages middle school 

and high school students (83).
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TOPIC:

1) Students spend three class periods watching the film The Interrupters (2012), a documentary about three people in 

Chicago who, over the course of a year, served to protect their communities from the city’s infamous violence.

2) Students are assigned a first-person narrative to write about an actual experience with gun violence. Some students 

may argue they don’t know of such an experience, or that those experiences are private. 

SOURCE TYPE:

3) But then the teacher brings in guest speakers to share their experience with gun violence: ER doctors, parents, antivi-

olence activists, older high school students. “By listening to testimony rather than Googling ‘gun violence,’” the students 

begin to think “hard about the choices made every time a trigger is pulled” rather than searching for facts and statistics 

(83). 

4) Following the exposure to the speakers, students feel empowered to inquire about other primary sources. They seek 

testimony from from friends, family, and even online sources. 

GENRE:

5) The teacher may also supplement the unit with other first-person memoirs, such as Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young 

Girl (1967) or Freedom Writers (1999).

AUDIENCE:

6) Over time, students “lay out pages of gripping detail and dialogue” in their narratives (84). These stories can evolve into 

a published literary magazine, a podcast, at school assemblies, and more. “Because they are reaching a wider audience, 

students come to see themselves as part of the effort to end gun violence, writing not just for a grade but to help make 

a change in the world” (85).

Conclusion:

Inquiry has been researched extensively in the 21st century. A study in 2002 and 2006 showed how it “promotes, increas-

es, and leverages the motivation, engagement, and even joy of learners”; a study in 2016 explained how it “prepares 

students for the intellectual and problem-solving demands of future education, work, citizenry, and personal affairs” 

(ix).  However, perhaps what secondary public school administrators will want to see is how inquiry “significantly boosts 

achievement, understanding, and transfer of learning, including achievement on standardized tests” (x). 

Armed with the knowledge that these practices are research-based, English teachers can go ahead and make revisions to 

their courses this summer. Start off the 2020-2021 school year with classrooms that “engage students in an ongoing pro-

cess of meaning making” rather than “spaces in which knowledge is simply transferred from the teacher to students” (95).
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Writers’ Words
Lucy Milner

The Writers’ Words feature offers snippets from the writing of miscellaneous observers who have something evocative to 
suggest to educators (particularly those of English language and letters) and their students. We have heard from teachers 
who have used these fragments as prompts for essays and as inspiration for aspiring and reluctant readers and writers. 
This issue, like the last, we include a bit more of the writers’ biographies as they relate to the power of literature in their 
lives and their embrace of the vocation of writing. You will see American writers here, but also those who were born into 
or raised in very different cultures.  They all speak to common concerns—their concerns as writers and global citizens and 

your concerns as educators trying to enliven writing and reading classrooms.

Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald was born in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1900 and is known most widely for her tumultuous mar-

riage to F. Scott Fitzgerald. Her creative ventures were overshadowed by those of her husband though he borrowed from 

her work to enlarge and enhance his writing. Although their marriage didn’t survive and each died tragically young and 

apart, they shared a tombstone on which is inscribed the last line from The Great Gatsby: “So we beat on, boats against 

the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.”

 “Nobody has ever measured, not even poets, how much the heart can hold.”

      Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald, Writer, Dancer, and Painter

      (1900 – 1948)

James Merrill was born in New York City.  His father was a founding partner of the Merrill Lynch investment firm and 

during James Merrill’s lifetime, he gave away much of his inherited wealth to support artists and literature. He had a wide 

and appreciative audience for his highly polished early lyric poetry and his later blank and free verse, but he didn’t care 

much for popularity or sales.  

 “Think what one has to do to get a mass audience. I’d rather have one perfect reader. Why dynamite the pond   

   in order to catch that single silver carp?”

      James Merrill, Poet

      (1926 – 1995)

Tom Wolfe was born in Richmond, Virginia and in a series of nonfiction and fiction best sellers, he came to embody the 

“New Journalism” movement which used techniques usually associated with fiction in writing nonfiction. He earned a 

Ph.D. in American Studies from Yale, but rather than go into academia he decided to be a newspaper reporter. He argued 

that the newspaper industry would stand a much better chance of survival if newspaper editors encouraged reporters to 

“provide the emotional reality of the news, for it is the emotions, not the facts, that most engage and excite readers and 

in the end are the heart of most stories.” 

Wolfe said there are exactly four technical devices needed to get to “the emotional core of the story.” He believed that 

it was these specific devices, “that give fiction its absorbing or gripping quality, that make the reader feel present in the 

scene described and even inside the skin of a particular character.” The four devices are: 1) constructing scenes, 2) dia-

logue –  lots of it, 3) carefully noting social status details – “everything from dress and furniture to the infinite status clues 

of speech, how one talks to superiors or inferiors ... and with what sort of accent and vocabulary,” and 4) point of view, “in 

the Henry Jamesian sense of putting the reader inside the mind of someone other than the writer.”

                  Tom Wolfe, Journalist and Novelist

      (1931 – 2018)
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Leslie Marmon Silko was born in Albuquerque, New Mexico of Laguna Pueblo, Mexican, and Anglo-American heritage.  

She grew up on the edge of the Laguna Pueblo reservation. While thought by many to be one of the most important con-

temporary Native American writers, she tries to bridge cultures in all of her work. “I see myself as a member of the global 

community.” “My old folks who raised me saw themselves as citizens of the world. We see no borders. When I write I am 

writing to the world, not to the United States alone.” After college he went to law school, planning to be a lawyer, but she 

quit after reading Charles Dickens’ Bleak House.

  “The law has nothing to do with justice, and injustice can’t be left unchallenged. So I decided to be a writer. 

Writing can’t change the world overnight, but writing may have an enormous effect over time, over the long haul.”

                Leslie Marmon Silko, Novelist and Poet

      (1948 -

 

Naomi Shihab Nye was born in St. Louis, Missouri to a Palestinian father and an American mother.  She grew up in St. 

Louis, Jerusalem, and San Antonio, Texas and from a young age was interested in the intersections of different cultures.  

She drew on her Palestinian-American heritage, the cultural diversity of her Texas home, and her extensive world travels to 

celebrate our shared humanity as well as our distinctive individuality.  She is mostly known as a poet, but she has authored 

or edited more than 30 volumes of poetry and prose for adults and children.  

 “Poetry calls us to pause. There is so much we overlook, while the abundance around us continues to shimmer, on 

its own.”

      Naomi Shihab Nye, Poet and Prose Writer

      (1952 -  

Ben Okri was born in Nigeria, but lived as a preschooler and then as an adult in London. He is widely considered one of 

the most important contemporary African writers. Although he wrote and published short stories, novels, poetry, and es-

says from his early adulthood, he is best known for The Famished Road (1991) about a Nigerian child poised between the 

real world and the world of spirits as he struggles amidst the poverty and oppression in Nigeria. It won the Booker Prize 

as Britain’s best novel in 1991 and since has become regarded as a classic. His writing, concerned as it has been for social 

and political issues, was influenced by the philosophical texts in his father’s library, but also by the oral tradition of Nigeria. 

He has said that if his mother “wanted to make a point, she wouldn’t correct me, she’d tell me a story.”

“Literature doesn’t have a country. Shakespeare is an African writer. ... The characters of Turgenev are ghetto dwellers. 

Dickens’ characters are Nigerians. ... Literature may come from a specific place, but it always lives in its own unique king-

dom.”

      Ben Okri, Prose writer and Poet

      (1959 -  

Khaled Hosseini was born in Kabul, Afghanistan. His father was a diplomat for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Kabul 

and his mother a Persian language teacher at a girls’ high school. In 1970, the family moved to the Afghanistan Embassy 

in Iran and in 1976, they moved to Paris. They were unable to return after a 1978 revolution in Afghanistan and shortly 

thereafter, the Soviet-Afghan war (1979-1989). In 1980, the family sought political asylum in the United States and Hos-

seini did not return to Afghanistan until 2001. He learned English, became a U. S. citizen, and earned a medical degree, 

but after the success of his first novel, The Kite Runner (2003), he left medicine and turned completely toward writing. In 

addition to The Kite Runner, his two later novels, A Thousand Splendid Suns (2007) and And the Mountains Echoed (2013) 

are international best-sellers. 

  “There is a romantic notion to writing a novel, especially when you are starting it. You are embarking on this 

incredibly exciting journey, and you’re going to write your first novel, you’re going to write a book. Until you’re about 50 
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Climate Change
Rebecca Brown

The wind came back with triple fury and put out the light for the last time. They sat in company with the others in other 
shanties, their eyes straining against crude walls and their souls asking if He meant to measure their puny might against 
His. They seemed to be staring at the dark, but their eyes were watching God.
         Zora Neale Hurston

Lately, whenever I check the weather forecast on my computer, I get a pop-up ad that encourages me to pay $9.99 for 

a year of pin-point accuracy about where and when storms will come. Along with that, there are several other benefits. 

I would get, for example, the number of lightning strikes in my area. The pop-up implies that greater knowledge would 

mean greater control. 

Adrienne Rich dealt with the prospect of a storm in her poem, “Storm Warnings.” Written while she was in her twenties, 

the poem contains an idea that might have come from an older, wiser person: People are contained and defined in situa-

tions over which they have little control. 

Against that poem, I am placing “The Storm,” a painting by George Inness from the late nineteenth century (Reynolda 

House Museum of American Art > George Inness > The Storm). His portrayal of a storm is more enigmatic than Rich’s, 

but they share similarities. 

The painting is an oil on canvas. One “enters” it from slightly above the action. In the foreground are trees that have been 

blasted by prior storms. Dark clouds overshadow the rocky hillside. Whether the storm is coming or leaving is hard to tell. 

The eye moves from that foreground toward a lone figure on the rise of the hill. The figure may, like the storm, be either 

coming or going. If he is moving away from us, he is headed toward some buildings farther down the hill that are catching 

a bit of light through a break in the clouds. If he is moving toward us, he may be coming up the hill to assess the devasta-

tion from the storm. The landscape is dark except for a break in the clouds that lets that light through.

The painting is obscure, a fact that draws us to it and asks the viewer to pause and contemplate its meaning. Its vagueness 

is a little like a dream that is not quite in focus. Since the painting defies narrative, we turn to metaphor. The storm, the 

figure, the trees, and the bit of sun may have meaning other than their physical representation. The sole figure becomes, 

for example, Christian in Pilgrims Progress, or the bit of sun might represent hope. 

Inness painted from memory. He would sit for hours looking at a vista. It was as if he was capturing the essence of the 

scene instead of its details. Toward the end of his career, Inness wrote, “In the beginning of my career, I would sit down 

before nature and under the impulse of a sympathetic feeling put something on canvas more or less like what I was aiming 

at. It would not be a correct portrait of the scene, perhaps, but it would have a charm. . . . I then thought we saw physically 

and with the physical eye only.” (DeLue, p.20). His ideas about art evolved alongside his reading of Emanuel Swedenborg. 

He came to see nature as a manifestation of the Divine.  The year before he did “The Storm,” he wrote that “elaborate-

ness in detail did not gain me meaning.” (DeLue, p. 24). It was meaning he sought.

The obscurity of his paintings, then, asks us to read them differently. The question we ask changes from “Where is that 

figure going?” to “Why do I identify with that figure?” We stop “seeing with the physical eye only.”

One revealing story that Inness’s son tells about his father is that a buyer came to his studio and chose a painting, paid 

for it, and arranged its delivery. When the painting arrived, the buyer protested that the painting was not the one he had 
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bought. He thought it better than the one he had bought. Inness informed him that it was the same painting. He had just 

worked on it some more after meeting him. (Inness, Jr., pp. 141-147).

From that appropriately cloudy summation of Inness, we turn to Adrienne Rich’s word picture of a coming storm:

 Storm Warnings

 The glass has been falling all the afternoon,

 And knowing better than the instrument

 What winds are walking overhead, what zone

 Of grey unrest is moving across the land,

 I leave the book upon a pillowed chair

 And walk from window to closed window, watching

 Boughs strain against the sky

 And think again, as often when the air

 Moves inward toward a silent core of waiting,

 How with a single purpose time has traveled

 By secret currents of the undiscerned

 Into this polar region. Weather abroad

 And weather in the heart alike come on

 Regardless of prediction.

 Between foreseeing and averting change

 Lies all the mastery of elements

 Which clocks and weatherglasses cannot alter.

 Time in the hand is not control of time,

 Nor shattered fragments of an instrument 

 A proof against the wind; the wind will rise,

 We can only close the shutters.

 I draw the curtains as the sky goes black

 And set a match to candles sheathed in glass

 Against the keyhole draught, the insistent whine

 Of weather through the unsealed aperture.

 This is our sole defense again the season;

 These are the things we have learned to do

 Who live in troubled regions.

      

The speaker in the poem is preparing for a storm that is certainly coming. She has been watching the barometer, and 

she knows to get ready for it. Unlike the figure in Inness’s painting, she is inside a room that feels almost cozy. All the 

reader knows about the room is that it has a book and a pillowed chair. There is comfort here even though it is an anxious 

comfort. She has experienced storms before, and she does what she can to prepare. She draws the curtains and lights a 

sheathed candle. The windows are closed and shuttered. She, too, is sheathed in glass. Like the lighted candle, her exis-

tence is fragile. She does what she can to protect herself because “These are the things we have learned to do / Who live 

in troubled regions.”
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Rich makes two major statements in the poem. The first comes after she reflects in her “inner core” as the storm approach-

es. The boughs strain against the sky, and she feels the chill (polar regions) of being out of control.  “Weather abroad /And 

Weather in the heart alike come on / Regardless of prediction.”  With Rich’s introducing the “heart,” the storm becomes 

about more than the weather. She reverts, though, to the coming storm, musing on time and space a little. She wonders 

if there might have been something that could have averted the storm which “clocks and weatherglasses cannot alter.” 

She makes, then, her second major statement, “Time in the hand is not control of time.” Susceptibility, however, doesn’t 

make her a victim. The powers that predict the storm—glasses falling, wind walking, grey unrest moving, wind rising(all 

active voice statements)—are counterbalanced by her action (also active voice)—”I” leave and walk and think and close 

shutters and draw curtains and light candles. Somehow without any control at all, she still claims control. Some of that 

control comes, of course, from her knowledge of the instruments. Her unflinching recognition of reality causes her to 

prepare as much as she can. 

Like the cloudiness of Inness’s painting, the language of the poem is replete with dark images. Words like “falling,” “grey 

unrest,” “strain,” “silent core,” “secret,” “polar realm,” “shattered,” “shutters” and “troubled regions” are also words 

that could describe the painting. The solitude of both the figure in the painting and the speaker in the poem is straight-

forward and unsentimental. Solitude is, simply, the way it is. The artist and the poet do what English teachers admonish 

their students to do: show, don’t tell.

The storm has the upper hand in both works. In his essay on the Sublime that claims that our primary emotion is fear, Ed-

mund Burke mentions storms in nearly every section of his description of what moves us at our deepest levels. The cracks 

of thunder, the blinding flashes of lightening, the loss of control, the confusion and obscurity of fog, pouring rain, hail, or 

sleet elicit our fears (Burke, pp. 35-73)

Lear’s insanity during the storm on the heath, God’s speaking to Job from out of the whirlwind (and taking Elijah up into 

the heavens in a whirlwind), storms that blow everything off track in Shakespeare, Hurston’s hurricane—the storms in lit-

erature are numerous.  We puny (Hurston’s word captures it!) humans can only close the shutters. It’s what we “who live in 

troubled regions” have learned to do. Our art and literature show us we are not alone in our solitude. 
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(“Storm Warnings” was first published in Rich’s A Change of World in 1951. Rich was twenty-two at the time.) The idea 
that people (especially women) are confined in restricting circumstances runs from early to late in her career. In 1951 she 
wrote “Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers.” Aunt Jennifer’s hands in death are still “ringed with ordeals she was mastered by.” In 1973, 
“Diving into the Wreck” was published and the speaker in the poem is still confined and alone:
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Principal Project: Interview with Andrew Lane
Nancy Doda

Andrew Lane is a middle school principal at The Sharon Academy, an independent middle school located in Sharon, 
Vermont. The middle school houses 50 students grades 7-8. Although not racially diverse, The Sharon Academy has 

students with diverse learning profiles with 25% of students with IEP’s for special education needs.

1. When hiring a new teacher or staff member what particular qualities do you look for?

Sharon Academy has a unique philosophy and so I am looking for a teacher who values our canonical beliefs. We are a 

student-centered school so I am looking for a teacher who can read her class sentiments and then be willing to make 

huge adjustments in what she’s planned based on what will best engage her students. Can she stop her Math lesson and 

turn her room into a wood shop to build something that will make the math concepts understandable to our concrete or 

disengaged learners?

Faculty collaboration is vital to all we do, so I am always in search of good collaborators and teachers able and willing to 

work with others to improve the craft of teaching. Likewise, I am seeking individuals who want to work in such a small and 

intimate place as our school.

Two weeks during the school year, we stop our traditional program and every student and teacher is engaged in “Circus 

Smirkus” where students learn how to produce their own Circus with the help of a professional Circus group. When I hire 

someone, I watch how he or she reacts when I explain this special program. If they show delight, I am more likely to see 

them as a good fit.

2. How do you engage all stakeholders in articulating the school’s mission and how do you resolve conflicts that 

occur between your vision and that of other powerful forces?

No matter what is going on at school, I am always talking about what we do and why we do it. I lead with our mission and 

when we face dissent, I come back to our mission. I am often saying: “What is it we are trying to do here?” I am astounded 

at how far that takes us in gaining support from all stakeholders. 

3. What are the most significant challenges you face in leading your school?

As an independent school, we face many challenges in maintaining a viable number of students and in funding a robust 

program. Due to state regulations for funding, and TSA’s commitment to remaining open to high need students, our 

fixed tuition does not actually cover the cost of running the school. This is in part because as an independent school, TSA 

receives a lower dollar amount per pupil than a public school, but yet must provide for the very same curricular needs.

Second to sustaining adequate funding is the challenge of time. We are a one stop, small shop and there is simply more 

to do than we have people to do it. Everyone does everything here, including cleaning up. This contributes to our stellar 

camaraderie, but also taxes our most important resource--energy. It can be challenging since we have high standards for 

quality that extends down to every detail of school life.

4. Where do you draw support for meeting the challenges you face and leading your school?

There are many ways I garner support, but I gain the most support from my teaching staff as they demonstrate such 
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commitment and dedication day in and day out.  They also support me when I face struggles. I am blessed too with an 

administrative team that offers me encouragement, permission, empathy, and understanding. Finally, I could not do what 

I do, working some 60 plus hours each week without my family’s support.   My wife makes this possible.

5. How do you make a positive difference in the lives of students who struggle in school?

I know our students exceedingly well and I let them know that every day. I meet and greet them daily, and I have an open 

office door. I am rarely in my office, but students call me in if they need to talk, resolve an issue or simply decompress on 

a rough day. I use a restorative model with student behavior challenges. We will work through an issue to create a plan for 

improvement. I often remind students that we all stumble and fall and that we can learn from our mistakes. This is how we 

maintain trust with our students who may find trust difficult.

6. How do you lead an ambitious reform effort and sustain it overtime?

Dialogue, dialogue, dialogue. We talk through every issue at great length and I really listen. In a small school it is especially 

critical to plan changes together and to invite every teacher to weigh in. It takes more time, but in the end, we have far 

greater investment in the changes we initiate.

7. How do you define leadership and in what ways do you see yourself as a leader?

I think school leaders have to learn to love the problems that school life brings. Leadership for me is really about redefin-

ing problems as opportunities. I try to embrace what comes and use obstacles and problems as leverage on change and 

growth.

Wrap Up: 

Andrew felt question number 1 was his favorite as is speaks to the values that make his school the extraordinary place it 

is for students, teachers and administrators.

Nancy Doda interviewed Andrew Smith for NAL.
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Principal Project: Interview with Christina Sapienza
Nancy Doda

Christina Sapienza is principal of Elwood Middle School, a suburban middle school with a racially and economically 
diverse population of 563 students, grades 6-8, 20% of whom are on free and reduced lunch.

1.  When hiring a new teacher or staff member what particular qualities do you look for?

I look for a teacher who is passionate about teaching this age group. I don’t want someone who only has a passion for 

teaching English for example and not for the young adolescent learner. As a leader, I believe I can assist a teacher with 

learning pedagogy and adopting new curricula but I find it impossible to cultivate that needed love and empathy for 

children.

2. How do you engage all stakeholders in articulating the school’s mission and how do you resolve conflicts that 

occur between your vision and that of other powerful forces?

My first priority is to create a culture in which everyone is talking the same values in the same language. I recently started 

a faculty book club in which we all read What Every Middle School Teacher Should Know in revisiting our principles and 

practices. It was my hope that we would then begin to articulate the why behind our school organization and pedagogy in 

all of our conversations: with students, School board, families and ourselves. Once clear, we would continue to share this 

message with every stakeholder with our decisions and growth plans.

When I meet a parent in the grocery store, it emerges my conversation. When I head to a Board meeting, I have this 

infused in my presentations. When teachers describe what they are doing in the classroom, the why emerges. We all 

continually refer back to our shared mission and common values. Of course, there is the passion behind our words that 

is contagious. Telling the community and ourselves how we believe what we do is remarkable and it spreads this passion 

to others.

3. What are the most significant challenges you face in leading your school?

Nothing is more challenging for me than addressing teachers whose mental models are not aligned with what I believe 

is best for students. With student discipline, this is a common dilemma. A teacher who is exasperated with a child might 

want retribution and so they call upon the Administration to punish for non-compliance. With a behavior issue, it is almost 

always complicated, but there are many humane and restorative ways I prefer to address difficult behavior as opposed 

to the oft sought-after punishment. I do believe teachers need to feel supported, so I am called upon to show teachers 

another way that promises to reach students and deliver results. Over time, my hope is that new mental models can begin 

to emerge, grounded in new ways of working with young people.

4. Where do you draw support for meeting the challenges you face in leading your school?

I am so grateful to work with an amazing group of teachers and staff that support me. Likewise, I have a handful of local 

leaders I lean on for advice. I do find that attending conferences can help, but I am most supported by an intentional out-

look I choose that helps me decide what needs 80% of my energy, what needs 10% of my efforts and so on. It is draining 

to try to put 80% into one small difficult issue that may not yield results. I always ask myself: “How much of me does this 

need?” and go from there. This has saved me.
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5. How do you make a positive difference in the lives of students who struggle in school?

Equity and fairness are always on my mind and I am steadily drawn to the neediest of my students. I have faith in growth 

and human capacity for change, so I am always spending time with students, especially those I see as struggling in school. 

I have lunch with them, walk the halls with them, talk with them. I often play the advocate role when students make 

mistakes.  I talk directly with kids. Recently, one such student was suspended. It had to happen due to the nature of his 

offense. I told him: “It is a blessing this happened while you were here. You can learn how to do this differently in middle 

school, and we will help you. High school might not give you that chance.” He has made a significant change this year.

6. How do you lead an ambitious reform effort and sustain it overtime?

I think the key to sustaining reform is to celebrate and appreciate growth. I make every effort to thank those who support 

our growth efforts and I continue to share with them highlights of success. This keeps us moving forward and engenders 

good will. 

7. How do you define leadership and how do you see yourself as a leader?

Leadership to me means vision. It means standing for something big and sharing the why of your vision with others. I also 

think it demands enthusiasm and passion to evoke commitment in others. Of course, ultimately, leadership is when oth-

ers collaborate with you and challenge themselves and me with bold questions and ambitious efforts. When I encounter 

someone who disagrees with me, I am happy to say, “Go ahead, change my mind.”

Leadership fails when we let ourselves get caught in the weeds of school life.  This is death for leadership.

I (Nancy Doda) was moved by Christina’s response to number 5 and agree that working with our most disenfranchised 
youth ought to be a high priority for every educator. Moreover, restorative means of discipline can positively alter the 

trajectory of child’s life and academic future, where traditionally punitive means can further alienate, leading many 
young people to grow discouraged beyond repair.
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Posts

Coronavirus and Class Inequity
Karly Marie Grice

Journal/Book Title: “The Coronavirus Will Be a Catastrophe for the Poor”
Journal/Book Author: Derek Thompson
Source: The Atlantic
Date Published: March 20th, 2020

Basic Concept: 

This article emphasizes that the greatest lasting resultant trauma from the Coronavirus pandemic in the U.S. will be felt 

by working class citizens. The author compares the current pandemic to that of the 1918 Spanish Flu outbreak, arguing 

that much like this older pandemic, the current crisis is hitting the country at a time when great strides have been made 

economically to support the working class. Unfortunately, the author predicts the lasting damage--from both the lost lives 

and livelihoods in the U.S.--will disproportionately affect working class individuals with already low pay and lower protec-

tions and possibilities for working at home like their middle and upper class counterparts. The article concludes with the 

potential silver lining that perhaps the U.S. will significantly change its laws on health insurance and paid leave for the long 

term as a result of the emergency relief solutions being put into place today. 

 

Comment: 

The Coronavirus pandemic is being felt in every corner of our global society, but it’s one that our middle and upper class 

students might take as solely a health crisis rather than a similarly disastrous economic one. Regardless of our students’ 

personal experiences with the Coronavirus as an economic crisis, the decisions being made now to deal with the emer-

gency are ones our students will eventually voting on. Their understanding of pandemics of the past as well as the present 

and future effects of this current pandemic might help them to become more informed and feel more empowered. 

 

Quotations:

“Like 102 years ago, this wave of the pandemic will almost certainly disproportionately punish the poor—not only by ar-

resting the long recovery since the Great Recession, but also by specifically targeting industries where workers are most 

vulnerable and have the least protection.”

“‘One month could wipe out 10 years of progress,’ in the fight against inequality, Mark Muro, a senior fellow at the Brook-

ings Institution, said. ‘A huge service-sector recession is coming, and we’re talking about more than 10 million jobs at risk 

that are often low-wage, low-benefit, or tip-based.’”

“What seems more certain is that the effects of the pandemic will remain with the U.S. for generations. It may supercharge 

inequality in the short term. Eventually, however, the pandemic may give birth to a new kind of socialized thinking in Amer-

ica that demands universal insurance and sick leave for all, not just the white-collar remote-work class.”

“When the 1918 influenza pandemic returned for its second and third waves, it didn’t target low-income workers anymore. 

It simply killed everyone—laborers and bosses, men and women. In the long run, a virus does not discriminate between 

the rich and the poor. At some point, then, the question must be asked of America’s political leaders: Why do we?”
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Questions:

1. What decisions being made now to deal with the Coronavirus pandemic should be continued after the U.S. has recov-

ered from the immediate threat of the illness? 

2. How does knowing the U.S. has experienced a similar pandemic to the Coronavirus affect the way you think about this 

current moment in time? 

3. Who should make the rules about paid sick leave and health insurance? Why? What should they base those decisions 

on? 

Allied Texts:

Very, Very, Very Dreadful: The Influenza Pandemic of 1918 by Albert Marrin

Want by Cindy Pon

Les Misérables by Victor Hugo

Heartland: A Memoir of Working Hard and Being Broke in the Richest Country on Earth by Sarah Smarsh

Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting by in America by Barbara Ehrenreich
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Love Your Neighbor - But At What Cost?
Sarah Bradford Fletcher

Journal/Book Title: “What Do the Healthy Owe the Vulnerable?”
Journal/Book Author: Ronald Brownstein
Source: The Atlantic
Date Published: March 26th, 2020

Basic Concept: 

The debate over Donald Trump’s call to reopen the country during the COVID-19 crisis has reignited a political fight from 

the past. In the early part of the Trump presidency, the calls for repealing the Affordable Care Act (ACA)centered around 

the question of whether risk sharing was fair to the young and healthy, who were being asked to share the financial burden 

for their older less healthy counterparts. A similar question is being raised as the health of the economy is being weighed 

against loss of human life due to the COVID-19 outbreak.  

Comment: 

Most Americans who get the COVID-19 virus won’t be killed by it. The strict distancing and economic measures have been 

put in place to protect the nation’s most vulnerable populations. President Trump argues that the number of lives saved 

by the imposed restrictions is not worth the damage and cost of the shut down to the economy. Some, like the Lieutenant  

Governor of Texas, support Trump and assert that the older generation are willing to accept the danger of dying if it 

means that the economy could open, but others, like the Governor of New York, place the value of saving every human 

life possible over the economic concerns. There are no easy answers, but as this disease spreads, the conversation of how 

responsible to one another are we as Americans needs to be had.  

  

Quotations: 

“In his public comments this week, Trump—amplifying a chorus of conservative economists, elected officials, and media 

figures—has effectively argued that shutting down the economy is imposing financial pain on more people than can be 

justified by the number of lives the restrictions will save.” 

“It’s very much about the social compact and how much cost do I have to incur to help my neighbor, who may be in greater 

need than I am?”

“It’s about making a sacrifice in order to protect people who are old or have a preexisting condition and therefore have 

a higher risk.”

Questions: 

1. Under what circumstances should the health of a nation’s economy be prioritized over the health of its people?

2. Is it a fair expectation of the most at risk-the elderly and most fragile in health- to accept the danger of dying for the 
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greater good?   

3. Who should get to decide what risks should be taken in regard to public health? 

Allied Texts: 

The Giver by Lois Lowry 

Divergent by Veronica Ross

Unwind by Neil Shusterman

Brave New World by Aldous Huxley
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Call for Articles and Posts

 Notes on American Letters is an online quarterly journal that is inclusive of multiple disciplines. NAL seeks articles 
that explore engaging literary texts or basic ideas from diverse fields such as art, religion, politics, natural sciences that 
engage students in the classrooms of grades 6–12.

 In addition to the Articles published in each of the four issues, readers are encouraged to submit wide-ranging, 
shorter Posts that follow a simple template.

Template for Posts

1. Title of Post
2. Post writer
3. Basic bibliographic information: Text’s Title, Author, Source, Publication Date, Internet Link
4. Brief concept of the Post
5. Comment
6. Two or three crucial quotes from the text
7. Two or more probing questions about the text
8. Two or more allied texts that support or counter the same topic

Submission Process for Articles and Posts

• Manuscripts should be sent electronically to:
 Joe Milner (milner@wfu.edu) or Lindy Magiera (lindymagiera@alumni.wfu.edu).
• Submissions should range from 600 to 1000 words. Authors should use the most important word from their title on the 
bottom right side of each page alongside the page number of each page. Pages should be double spaced throughout 
(including quotations, notes, and works cited) with standard margins.
• A brief statement should be provided that states that the manuscript has not been published or is not submitted else-
where.
• Copies of everything you send us should be saved. We cannot return any materials to authors.
• Authors’ names should not appear in the text or the reference list. Substitute ‘Author’ for citations in the text and in the 
reference list.
• Two Submissions Editors review submitted manuscripts within 20 days of their receipt. If the manuscript is accepted, the 
editors will provide suggestions for revision and return the revised text within 20 days to the author.

Publication and Submission Deadlines

Fall, September 15: Submit by July 15
Winter, December 15: Submit by October 15
Spring, March 15: Submit by January 15
Summer, June 15: Submit by April 15

Submissions
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